Contributors

Alexandre Abreu is a Researcher at the Centre for Geographical Studies (CEG – University of Lisbon) and has recently finished his doctorate at the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS – University of London). He has been involved in the European Actions KATARSIS and Social Polis, in addition to several national-level projects with EU funding in Portugal. His research interests include the political economy of development, migration, social exclusion and social innovation.

John Andersen is a sociologist, Professor and Director of Planning Studies at Roskilde University in Denmark. He has worked as a consultant in the EU Poverty 3 Program, and over the last two decades as researcher with a focus on strategies and practices against urban poverty and social exclusion. Recently he has participated in the KATARSIS network. His research interest is focused on critique of neoliberalism and on empowerment planning, action research and social innovation.

Isabel André is Associate Professor of the Institute of Geography and Spatial Planning of the University of Lisbon (IGOT-UL) and senior researcher at the Centre for Geographical Studies (CEG-UL). She has co-ordinated and/or participated in numerous research projects in the areas of labour market and gender, social innovation and cultural studies. She has worked as a consultant to several urban and regional development projects, and as an evaluator of public policies and programmes in these domains.

Len Arthur is now a retired academic. His discipline area was largely sociology and social history. He worked in colleges and universities in Wales from 1974 until his retirement in 2010. In the late 1990s he started to research and publish on cooperatives as social movements and linked this to his earlier research on trade unions. Since leaving school in the 1960s he has been a political, trade union and community activist – this continues. Background traces of this experience may be seen in his chapter.

Arvind Ashta holds the Banque Populaire Chair in Microfinance at the Burgundy School of Business (Groupe ESC Dijon-Bourgogne), France. He offers courses in microfinance and has taught microfinance as visiting faculty in Chicago (US), Pforzheim (Germany) and Brussels (Belgium). He has a number of publications in international journals and guest edits special editions of various journals devoted to microfinance. He has recently edited a book on Advanced Technologies for Microfinance (IGI Global, 2011).

Annette Bilfeldt is currently Associate Professor in social science and social innovation at the Department of Learning and Philosophy, Aalborg University. She is also affiliated with the Centre for Action Research and Democratic Social Change at Roskilde University in Denmark. Her research over the last decade has focused on critical sociology and critical utopian action research in public welfare institutions and public elder care in cooperation with trade unions and employees.
Igor Calzada is Research Fellow at the University of Oxford’s (UK) ‘Future of Cities’ Programme, and Postdoctoral Fellow at Ikerbasque, the Basque Foundation for Science, as Scientific Director of the City Region Congress organized by the Basque Government. He also works as ‘Networks and Territory’ Lecturer at the University of Mondragón (Spain). He has worked in the academic, political, institutional and international business fields, specifically in the area of Social Innovation under the EU’s Framework Programme, and spent 10 years in the Mondragón Corporación Cooperativa group (at the Innovation Research Centre and University of Mondragón).

Stuart Cameron is Senior Lecturer in the School of Architecture, Planning and Landscape, Newcastle University. His academic background is in sociology and urban planning, and his research and publications are in the areas of urban regeneration and housing. He has participated in several EU research programmes on issues of cities, social innovation and social cohesion.

André Carmo holds a Masters degree in Modernity, Space and Place from University College London. He is a researcher at the Centre for Geographical Studies and a PhD candidate at the Institute of Geography and Spatial Planning (University of Lisbon). His research interests include citizenship, spatial injustice, urban segregations, and social art.

Karl Dayson is Professor and Director of Sociology and Criminology, and the Executive Director of the research and development unit Community Finance Solutions at the University of Salford, UK. Karl’s research is in the fields of community finance, financial exclusion and institutional forms of collective and communal ownership. His current work includes research on credit cards and assessing the social impact of microfinance initiatives. He has advised various UK government departments and local authorities, and has just completed the European Code of Conduct for Microcredit Providers on behalf of the European Commission.

Pascal Debruyne is a PhD researcher at the Middle East and North African Research Group (MENARG) at Ghent University. He is working on urbanization and state transformation in Jordan. He has also published on urban transformation and cultural diversity in Flanders.

Jacques Defourny is Professor of non-profit and cooperative economics as well as comparative economic systems at HEC-ULg (Management School, University of Liège), where he has also served as a director of the Centre for Social Economy since 1992. A founding member of the EMES European Research Network, he was also the first president of the network (2002–2010). His research focuses mainly on the economic analysis of Third sector organizations and the comparative analysis of social enterprise models throughout the world.

Kristian Delica is Assistant Professor in Planning and Health Promotion Studies at Roskilde University in Denmark. His research interests include urban sociology, public libraries, the organization of public sector institutions, critical studies of social innovation and methodologies of social science (field analysis and ethnography). He has published on contemporary forms of urban marginalization, social innovation and territorial development and on the sociology of Pierre Bourdieu and Loïc Wacquant.
Ana Dubeux has a PhD in Sociology from the University of Paris I and is currently Professor at the Federal Rural University of Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil. She is a member of the incubator UFRPE and coordinator of the Training Centre in Solidarity Economy of the Northeast in Brazil. Her research focuses on the territorial dynamics of the solidarity economy and crosses the fields of sociology and education, always from an action research perspective. A key aim of her work is to revisit and re-imagine the paradigm of knowledge production at the university, drawing constantly on relationships with wider society.

Santiago Eizaguirre Anglada is a PhD candidate in the department of Sociological Theory in the University of Barcelona. His research focuses on innovation against social exclusion from the perspective of urban sociology. He has analysed the impact of bottom-up strategies oriented to combat social exclusion on multilevel urban governance. He has also analysed social policies focusing on territorial planning, the social construction of participation, the institutionalization of citizenship practices and multilevel governance of social innovation.

Vicente Espinoza is Professor in the Universidad de Santiago de Chile (USACH) and Senior researcher at IDEA (Institute for Advanced Studies). His research has focused on public policies, social inequality and political processes. His published books (in Spanish) include Social History of Santiago de Chile (1988); Approaches and Applications of Social Networks Analysis (2005); The emerging political elite in Chile: Trajectory and efficacy of young party militants (2009).

Ana Cristina Fernandes is Professor at the Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil, where she teaches Economic Geography and Urban and Regional Studies. She is also a CNPq (National Council of Technological and Scientific Development) researcher and has published and supervised graduate students on regional development and technological as well as social innovation and innovation policies. She has been involved in national and transnational research projects and has supported Brazilian local and regional authorities on innovation policies.

Jean-Marc Fontan is Professor of Sociology at Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM). He has over 20 years experience in research on local and community development and has an important number of publications in this field. He is a member of the Centre de recherche sur les innovations sociales (CRISES) and director of an important community based research centre, l’Incubateur universitaire Parole d’excluEs, associated with CRISES.

Laurent Fraisse has been a member of the Laboratoire Interdisciplinaire pour la Sociologie Economique (LISE / CNAM CNRS) since 2004. A socio-economist, he took part in several European research programmes on social innovation, on non-profit, social and solidarity-based economy organisations and movements, on public policies and the third sector, on the governance of welfare policies and social cohesion.

Martin Severin Frandsen is affiliated to the Centre for Action Research and Democratic Social Change at Roskilde University and a member of the grassroots urban laboratory Supertanker based in Copenhagen. His research focuses on theory of democracy, urban sociology, community development, social innovation and action research. Over nearly
a decade he has combined his university-based research with practical experimentations collaborating with civil society organizations, local residents, public institutions, business communities and local levels of government.

Marisol García Cabeza is Professor of Sociology at the University of Barcelona. Her research has covered areas such as: urban social inequality and citizenship, governance and social innovation and urban regeneration. Since the mid-1990s, she has focussed particularly on Southern European welfare regimes, multi-level governance and democracy. She has been the Spanish coordinator of several European projects financed by subsequent EU framework programs (IV–VII). She has published her work in several international journals, such as The International Journal of Urban and Regional Research and Urban Studies as well as in books published by Oxford University Press, Blackwell and Sage.

Rajat Gera is an Associate Professor in Marketing at Institute of Management Technology, Ghaziabad, India and visiting faculty at Fontys University, Netherlands and Summer school KIMEP, Kazakhstan. He teaches courses in Marketing Management, Marketing of Services, Marketing of Financial Services, New Product Management and Product Management. His research interests are in modelling of service quality and its consumer consequences in financial services, microfinance, e-learning and e-service quality. He has over 20 international publications.

J.K Gibson-Graham is the pen-name of Katherine Gibson and the late Julie Graham, feminist political economists and economic geographers based at the University of Western Sydney, Australia and the University of Massachusetts Amherst, USA. They are founding members of the Community Economies Collective www.communityeconomies.org (last accessed 6 December 2012). Their 1996 book The End of Capitalism (As We Knew It): A Feminist Critique of Political Economy was republished in 2006 by University of Minnesota Press along with its sequel A Postcapitalist Politics.

Sarah Habersack was Research Assistant in Social Polis and Ungleich Vielfalt and is the coordinator of a network for development politics (Enchada – Network of development politics of the Catholic Youth Austria). She also works in organizational development and her current research focus is interorganizational cooperation between civil society, public administration and the private sector.

Abdelillah Hamdouch is currently Professor of Urban and Regional Planning and Vice-Dean of the Planning Department at the Polytechnic School of the University of Tours, France and Senior Researcher at the CNRS research unit CITERES (CIties, TERRitories, Environment and Society). Co-founder of the Research Network on Innovation and Associate Editor of the Revue d’Economie Régionale et Urbaine, his main research topics focus on the territorial dynamics of innovation and the role of universities, the integration of sustainable development in spatial planning approaches, and the socio-economic development models of small and medium sized towns.

Denis Harrisson is Professor at the Department of Organization & Human Resources at the School of Management, Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM). He was the director of the Centre de recherche sur l’innovation sociale (CRISES) between 2003 and 2009. His research interests concern new forms of partnership between trade unions

**Samanthala Hettihewa**, a Senior Lecturer in Finance at the University of Ballarat (Australia), has taught in four countries (Australia, Canada, Sri Lanka and New Zealand) and has published extensively (including such venues as the *Journal of Business Ethics, Small Business Economics* and *Journal of International Business Studies*). She is a senior fellow in FINSIa (the Financial Services Institute of Australasia), a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA), and a Financial Planner Australia (FPA).

**Jean Hillier** is Chair and Associate Dean of Sustainability and Urban Planning at RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia. Research interests include poststructuralist planning theory, decision-making analyses and methodology for strategic practice in conditions of uncertainty. Recent books include *Critical Essays in Planning Theory* (3 volumes, with Patsy Healey, 2008) and *Conceptual Challenges for Planning Theory* (with Patsy Healey, 2010). Jean’s work has been translated into Chinese, Italian and Danish.

**Lars Hulgård** is Professor at Roskilde University, Denmark, co-founder of EMES European Research Network and founder of CINEFOGO Network of Excellence (FP6) and Centre for Social Entrepreneurship at Roskilde University. His research interests include social and solidarity economy, the political dimension of civil society, social innovation and social entrepreneurship especially related to the Third sector.

**Bob Jessop** is Distinguished Professor of Sociology and Co-Director (with Ngai-Ling Sum) of the Cultural Political Economy Research Centre at Lancaster University, UK. He holds a three-year research professorship financed by the Economic and Social Science Research Council (UK) to research crises of crisis-management in the North Atlantic Financial Crisis (2010–2013). His other research interests include critical political economy, social theory, and state theory. His recent books include *The Future of the Capitalist State* (2002), *Beyond the Regulation Approach: Putting Capitalist Economies in their Place* (2006, co-authored with Ngai-Ling Sum), and *State Power: A Strategic-Relational Approach* (2007).

**Juan-Luis Klein** is Professor at the Department of Geography and, since 2009, the Director of the Centre de recherche sur l’innovation sociale (CRISES) at the Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM). He is also in charge of the Series on Géographie contemporaine, published by the Presses de l’Université du Québec and has authored and co-authored several books and articles on the topics of economic geography, local development and socio-territorial innovation.

**Haris Konstantatos** is a political scientist, MA in Urban and Regional Planning (NTUA), and a PhD Candidate on Governance and Unequal Development in the Department of Geography, Harokopio University of Athens. He has worked on issues of local politics, sustainable development and social services for Greek municipalities and NGOs. He was a participant in the FP6 coordination action KATARSIS and other research projects on social innovation.
N.V. Krishna is a Director of Microsense, an internet services company based in India, and serves as the Chairman of TIDE, a not-for-profit enterprise focused on technological interventions to solve social problems. Krishna has a long standing interest in the role of technology in society, and has several publications in this area. He holds a degree in engineering from the Indian Institute of Technology, Madras and a postgraduate diploma in management from the Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta.

Nola Kunnen has 30 years experience as a community development researcher, educator and practitioner in Western Australia, with particular interest in collaborative methods, action research and strengths-based approaches to community development and research. She taught community development in undergraduate and postgraduate courses at Curtin University for 20 years and has been principal researcher on projects funded by national, state and non-government funding programs. Her research interests and publications address social housing, homelessness, community development, community based service delivery and inclusive research practice. She retired from full time employment in January 2012.

Benoît Lévesque is Professor Emeritus at the Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM) and Associate Professor at École nationale d’administration publique (ENAP). He is a member and co-founder (1986–2001) of the Centre de recherche sur les innovations sociales (CRISES) and the Alliance of Research Universities and Communities Social Economy (CURA-SE). From 2002 to 2010, he was the Chairman of the International Scientific Council of the International Centre for Research and Information on the Public, Social and Cooperative Economy (CIRIEC). He has published numerous articles and books primarily in the areas of governance, public administration, social economy and economic sociology.

Diana MacCallum is Lecturer in Urban and Regional Planning at Curtin University, Western Australia. Her research interests centre on urban development in its social aspects: governance practices and discourses, grass-roots action, community development, and the eco-social justice dimensions of urban and environmental policy.

Flavia Martinelli is Professor of Analysis of Urban and Territorial Systems at the DArTe – Department of Architecture and Territory of the University of Reggio Calabria, Italy. She holds a PhD in City and Regional Planning, (University of California, Berkeley). Her research focuses on urban and regional, spatial development trajectories and cohesion policies, with particular attention to the service sector and the Mezzogiorno of Italy. She has participated in several European FP projects and is currently coordinating the COST Action IS1102 ‘Social Services, Welfare State and Places’. Recent publications include Can Neighbourhoods save the City (2010, edited with F. Moulaert, Erik Swyngedouw and Sara González) and Urban and Regional Development Trajectories in Contemporary Capitalism (2012, edited with Frank Moulaert and Andreas Novy).

Abid Mehmood is Research Fellow at the Sustainable Places Research Institute, Cardiff University. His current research focuses on sustainability governance, local and regional development, social innovation, social inclusion, and sustainable place-making. Other research interests include human-nature relationships and community resilience.
Andrea Membretti has a PhD in Sociology (University of Milano Statale), and is Research Fellow in Sociology at the University of Milano-Bicocca, where he is involved in qualitative research on urban segregation. Previously, he taught for several years in Urban Sociology at the University of Pavia; working also as a consultant for municipalities, NGO and private organizations in the field of participation and local governance. He is member of the networks of researchers ‘SQEK’ (‘Squatting in Europe’) and ‘EURoma’ (European network of scholars interested in Roma studies).

Emmanuel Midheme is a PhD student in Spatial Planning and Urban Development at the Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium. His current research focuses on the role of social innovation in the production of urban space within rapidly growing cities and towns of Kenya.

Frank Moulaert is Professor of Spatial Planning, Head of the Planning and Development Unit ASRO, and Chairman of the Leuven Research Centre on Space and Society, Faculty of Engineering, KU Leuven, Belgium. His research covers urban and regional development, social science theories and methods, but especially social innovation.

Andreas Novy is Associate Professor at the Institute for the Environment and Regional Development (RUW) at Wirtschaftsuniversität Vienna. He has published widely in the fields of political economy, development studies and urban and regional development. He has been involved in European research projects (URSPIC, SINGOCOM, DEMOLOGOS, KATARIS, Social Polis) as well as transdisciplinary research in the field of urban development and development cooperation.

Marthe Nyssens is Professor at UC Louvain and chair of the interdisciplinary research centre ‘Labour, State and Society’ (CIRTES). Her research work focuses on conceptual approaches to the third sector (associations, cooperatives, social enterprises . . .), both in developed and developing countries, as well as on the links between third sector organizations and public policies. She investigates the role of these kinds of organizations in comparison with business and public bodies in several fields such as socio-professional integration, social services or social entrepreneurship. She is a founding member of the EMES research network.

Stijn Oosterlynck is Assistant Professor in Urban Sociology at the Department of Sociology, University of Antwerp. His main research interests are the political sociology of urban development, social innovation and its relation to the welfare state, urban planning and globalization and the spatial restructuring of the welfare state.

Constanza Parra is Assistant Professor and Rosalind Franklin Fellow in the Department of Spatial Planning & Environment at the University of Groningen, The Netherlands, and a FWO fellow at ASRO-P&D group, K. U. Leuven, Belgium. Between 2010 and 2011, she was an AFR/Marie Curie postdoctoral fellow at the University of Luxembourg. Her current research focuses on social sustainability, nature-culture nexus in socio-ecological systems, and multi-level governance of protected areas.

Thomas Pilati has a degree in architecture from the University of Florence. After gaining his Master of Arts and Culture Management in 2005, he participated in various research projects on culture and local development and on the creative city.
He deals with the conception of exhibit design: in 2002 with the Fondation Cartier for the Biennale de Montréal in 2007 and the European Biennial of Contemporary Art Manifesta in 2008. At present he works freelance for different museums and contemporary art galleries.

Marc Pradel Miquel is Assistant Professor and PhD candidate in the department of Sociological Theory, Universitat de Barcelona. His research focuses on multi-level governance and the development of new forms of regulation at the local and regional levels. He has also been involved in different research projects focusing on the influence of the European Union in national policy-making processes (EURpub, 2002–2004), creativity as an engine for economic growth (ACRE, 2006–2010) and social creativity as a way to tackle social exclusion (KATARSIS, 2007–2009).

Gerda Roelvink is a Research Fellow in the School of Humanities and Communication Arts at the University of Western Sydney. Her research explores collective action centred on contemporary economic concerns, particularly climate change. She has published a range of articles in journals such as Antipode, Emotion, Space and Society, Progress in Human Geography, Journal of Cultural Economy, Australian Humanities Review, Rethinking Marxism, Angelaki and Social Identities.

Barbara Schaller is about to finish her PhD studies at POLSIS, University of Birmingham, UK. Her current research focus is on post-Keynesian and institutionalist economics and the coexistence of abundance and poverty in advanced capitalist economies.

P.K. Shajahan is Associate Professor and Chairperson of the South Asia Centre for Studies in Conflicts, Peace and Human Security, School of Social Work, Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS), Mumbai. He teaches community organization, social action, disaster management and conflicts and peace at TISS. He is an academic with a strong practice orientation in the field of minority rights and peace processes. His research interests include communal expressions, social cohesion, conflicts and peace.

Dimitra Siatitsa is an architect with an MA in Architecture and Urban Theory (UPC), and a PhD candidate at the Department of Urban and Regional Planning of the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA). Her research interests include housing and welfare in Southern Europe, urban social movements, urban and sustainable development. She has participated in the Coordination Action KATARSIS and other EU-funded projects.

Paul Singer is Professor Emeritus of Economics at the Universidade de São Paulo. He has published widely in the field of development studies, urban and international economics. He has been State Secretary for solidarity economics at the Brazilian Ministry of Labour since 2003.

Chiara Tornaghi is currently ESRC Research Fellow at the Cities and Social Justice research cluster, School of Geography, University of Leeds, developing an action research project on urban agriculture, social cohesion and environmental justice in the UK. She has been Lecturer in Urban Sociology (Politecnico di Milano) and Critical Human Geography (University of Leeds) and visiting junior professor at the Interdisciplinary Centre for Urban Cultures and Public Space (SKuOR), TU Vienna.
Diane-Gabrielle Tremblay is the Canada Research Chair on the socio-organizational challenges of the Knowledge Economy and director of the Community-University Research Alliance on Work-Life over the Lifecourse (www.teluq.ca/aruc-gats) as well as professor at the Business School of the Télé-université of the Université du Québec. She has published many articles and books on governance, local development, employment issues, innovation in the workplace and work organization, as well as the articulation between work and family life.

Dina Vaiou teaches urban analysis and gender studies at the Department of Urban and Regional Planning of the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA). Her research interests include the feminist critique of urban analysis, the changing features of local labour markets, with special emphasis on women’s work and informalization processes, the impact of mass migration on Southern European cities and women’s migration in particular. She has coordinated several national and European projects.

Pieter Van den Broeck has for the last 16 years been a planning practitioner in OMGEVING, a Belgian private consultancy firm in the field of spatial planning, landscape planning and architecture. He has worked on integrated area development and strategic spatial planning. Since 2005 he has been a part-time researcher at the Catholic University of Leuven (K.U. Leuven) where he finished a PhD on the social construction of planning instruments. His current research interests are in planning instruments and planning systems, institutionalist planning theory, social innovation and territorial governance of socio-ecological systems.

Barbara Van Dyck is a post-doctoral researcher. Motivated by a concern to understand and impact on spatial transformation practices, her research focuses on the political economy of spatial development, social innovation and local development, urban waste land and social movements. In her PhD research at the University of Antwerp (2010) she undertook international comparative research on social innovation in and through urban transformation projects.

Serena Vicari Haddock is currently Senior Associate Professor, Dipartimento di Sociologia e Ricerca Sociale, Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca (Italy). Her primary research interests are urban development, regeneration policies in Italian cities from a comparative perspective; her specific focus is on bottom-up and inclusive decision-making processes, social innovation and urban culture.

Tommaso Vitale has a Masters in Political Science (1999) and PhD in Sociology (2002) at the Università degli Studi di Milano, Certificate of Achievement awarded in the Program for Advanced Study in Comparative Institutional Analysis and Design at the Indiana University, Bloomington (2004). He is Associate Professor of Sociology at Sciences Po (Paris, France), where he is the scientific director of the biannual master ‘Governing the Large Metropolis’ and member of the Centre d’études européennes (CEE) and of the research program ‘Cities are back in town’.

Christopher Wright is an Associate Professor with the University of Adelaide Business School, has a multi-disciplinary PhD from Simon Fraser University, was Head of the School of Business (Melbourne Institute of Technology) and Professor of Accounting at Lincoln University (NZ). His industry qualifications include: FCPA (Australia), CMA
(Canada) and FRSA (UK) and his research interests are in accounting theory, micro and small business, microfinance, teaching and finance.

**Susan Young** is Lecturer in Social Work and Social Policy at the University of Western Australia where she teaches Community Development. She has a long term interest in local developmental practices in various locations around the state and is currently involved in research and developmental work in remote WA and with an innovative school in the metropolitan area of Perth. She has recently co-written a chapter on capacity building in indigenous communities which illustrates some of these developmental practices.